
Reserve Bottle Menu 
 

Growler & Gill’s list of hard-to-find, aged and limited craft beers reserved for in-

house consumption. These beers pair beautifully with many items on our food 

menu. 
 
 

DeuS Brut de Flanders Bier de Champagne    11.5% ABV 750 ml                  BEL            45   
As full of flavor and rich in aroma as a beer from heaven. A symbiosis of brewing a beer and creating a sparkling 

wine. It is delicate and complex and seduces you with the sweetness of a grape and the fruitiness of a dessert apple. 

  

Allagash Curieux    11% ABV 22oz                                                                   US              23  
Curieux is made by aging our Belgian Tripel Ale in Jim Beam bourbon barrels. The resulting beer is soft with coconut 

and vanilla notes, with hints of bourbon. 

 

Keegan Ales Super Kitty   12 % ABV 33oz                                                        US              33 
At 12% ABV, lots of hops, some Hudson Valley Honey, and aged with oak you won’t find another beer like it! Less 

than 250 hand numbered 1-liter bottles have been released. 
 

Birrifico Del Ducato Nuova Mattina    5.8% ABV 25oz.                                 Italy             25 
Pours a hazy orange color with a scent reminiscent of field flowers. A complex, intriguing, voluptuous and thirst 

quenching ale. Brewed with ginger, coriander, green pepper and chamomile. 

 

Hof ten Dormaal Belgian barrel-aged ales 12% ABV 25oz                            BEL             26 
These small batch ales have been aged on some of the finest wine and spirits barrels in Europe: Cognac Brandy, 

Sherry, Madeira and Porto.  The complexity and depth comes through in every sip. 

 

Birrificio Grada Plato – Strada San Felice     8% ABV 16.9 oz                Italy           19 
This amber-coloured beer, is actually bottom-fermented. The flavor and aroma of local chestnuts gives Strada San 

Felice its original and distinctive personality. They are then dried over a wood-fire.  

 

JW Lees Harvest Ale Calvados – English Barley Wine   11.5% ABV 9.3oz    ENG          12 
Matured in wooden Calvados (apple brandy) casks, this fully fermented ale has been brewed by JW Lees as a 

celebration of the brewers’ art.  Harvest Ale can be enjoyed like a fine wine. 

 
 

Reserve Beers by the Glass  

 
 

Dansk Mjod Viking Blood     19% ABV  4 oz brandy snifter    DEN    12 
This artisan Danish mead is made with honey, hibiscus and hops which gives it a soft, citrus-like flavor and very floral 

aroma. Made from an 18th century recipe. The finish is hoppy-dry, spicy and very warming.  

 

Sam Adams Utopias     27% ABV  1 oz brandy snifter       US  20 
Sweet fire, with a rich malt and wood complexity. Brewed in small, limited batches each with their own blend of 

different vintages. Unlike any other beverage in the world. 


